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Overview

• Review of the activities this year

• Hot topics for new intensity frontier experiments

• Topics for discussion



Activities of the GDRI

Two main activities relevant for future experiments (i.e. WG5) this
year:

• Workshop on “The future of the Intensity Frontier” at CERN, 1-2
February.

• Lectures and Workshop on “The strong CP problem and axions”
in Grenoble, 14-16 May. This was actually organised by
convenors of WG1 and WG2.

We would like to organise another workshop soon: the experimental
situation is evolving rapidly!



CERN workshop

Highlights from the CERN workshop:

• 40 participants, mixture of theorists and experimentalists

• Theory talks on day one, experiments and round table on day
two

• Lots of theory and experimental interplay in France for cLFV and
B anomalies

• LHCb arguing with muon g− 2 about who will get to 5σ first



A bright future for muons
From F. Kapusta’s talk:



g− 2
From F. Kapusta’s talk:



Exciting times for B physics
Belle-II has begun. From talk by I. Ripp-Baudot:

LHCb upgrade to come in the future – we’ll know soon if the B-anomalies are
confirmed!



Hot topics

• Beam dumps
• Searches for axions picking up pace
• Future colliders – FCC,
• Machine learning



Future beam dumps
From a talk elsewhere by S. Trojanowski:



SHiP
From talk by J. Chauveau:



ADMX
ADMX-G2 is ongoing! Recall classic axion window has mass 26 → 1500µeV
From talk by N. Cresoto:



Other axion searches

E.g. GNOME
and CASPEr

Talks by
Wickenbrock,
Roig and Smiga:



Future colliders

Lots of activity on future colliders with significant French input. Timeline from talk by S.
Monteil:



Topics for discussion

• French involvement is significant in SHiP. But what about other
beam dumps?

• French involvement in EDM searches, e.g. PanEDM at ILL in
Grenoble. But Axion searches?

• How can machine learning help get the most from current
experiments?

• Physics reach of a gamma factory?


